A comparison of interpretation by three different HIV type 1 genotypic drug resistance algorithms using sequences from non-clade B HIV type 1 strains.
The advent of affordable ART has benefited HIV-infected individuals. Prospective studies have shown that the availability of drug resistance reports for infected individuals has allowed more effective regimens to be prescribed as compared to a control group whose physicians had no access to drug resistance reports. There is a paucity of information on the performance of genotypic algorithms on non-clade B HIV-1 strains, especially clade C. In this study the results obtained on submission of HIV-1 RT and PR sequences of non-clade B strains to the Stanford University HIV drug resistance database (SHDB) were compared to the results obtained from Geno2Pheno (G2P) and DR_Seqan (DS). For the study, we took samples from 93 treatment-naive individuals and 21 samples from 19 infected individuals showing detectable viral load while on ART. There were discrepancies in the clade identification results obtained from the SHDB and G2P databases. This feature was not available in DS. The mean observed concordance between SHDB and G2P was 85.6% while between SHDB and DC it was 37%. When the level of concordance was determined based on exposure to ART, the G2P was found to have a better level of concordance (76.8%) to SHDB as compared to SHDB versus DS (36%). We do not have phenotypic data for the strains included in this study and hence we are not in a position to assign a particular algorithm as being superior. These results also show a possible need for a subtype-specific algorithm for interpretation of HIV-1 genotypic drug resistance.